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Introduction
Mission, Vision, Values and Technical Department
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FROM THE DIRECTOR OF COACHING
Our collective efforts and focus must be to develop a child-centered approach that is
developmentally appropriate. We need to understand that a child’s needs and rights are
our primary focus, and as coaches, we should act as facilitators of learning. Furthermore,
we want our coaches to be better equipped in becoming social-emotional experts in
children and not just soccer experts. Why? Based on rigorous research, if we focus our
energy on social-emotional development in children, the results will show an increase in
performance, enjoyment, and retention.
My goal and responsibility to our community members is to educate and supply our
coaches with the resources necessary to provide our youth with an optimal learning
environment and an overall positive soccer experience. Our goal may not necessarily be
to develop the next Ronaldo or Sinclair, but we hope that our interactions and
connections will create motivated individuals to become active for life.
We play a vital role in a child’s social-emotional development. A child learns best when
they feel socially connected to their teammates and their coaches. This also means that
it is our responsibility to create an environment that meets the developmental needs of
our players. They need to feel safe, secure, and assured that mistakes are a natural part
of the developmental process. If we bring a level of enthusiasm and fun to every session
and create an environment that allows for exploration and problem-solving, our players
will flourish, and our members will be grateful.
I want us all to enjoy our time and experience with New Westminster Soccer Club.
Everyone is a valuable member that will contribute to the growth and recognition of our
organization as a leader in coach and player development. I want to thank you all for
being a part of this exciting journey and I assure you that I will do my part in supporting
you through this process.
Niko Marcina
NWSC Director of Coaching
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Our Mission:
Our Club will strive to be a leader in the development of all of its members in all of their
capacities, whatever their age, gender, socio-economic status or experience level. Our
club strives for every child, parent, coach, official, adult member, volunteer and
community partner to reach their full potential.
To that end, we will adopt research-based best practices in all related areas – from
coaching and administration to community partnerships.

Our Vision & Values:
The vision of our club is to become a leader in the soccer community, both locally and
beyond, where everyone can play, everyone can develop, and everyone can succeed.
The cornerstones of our club will be based on inclusivity, fairness, transparency, safety,
fun, hard work, encouraging potential and the beautiful game.

Our Culture:
We are a proud hometown club with a long-standing history that strives to be a leader in
the soccer community. We are respectful toward where we come from and excited
regarding where we are heading as a united community that supports each member to
make positive differences. Everyone is encouraged to become a local citizen regarding
positively contributing to the community. We support one another in our endeavors to
make positive differences in life and excel as community leaders and athletes.
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TECHNICAL DEPARTMENT
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COMPONENTS OF A SUCCESSFUL CLUB
New Westminster Soccer Club prides itself in creating a positive soccer environment for
our community’s youth and adults. We will strive to create a pathway and future for our
players to be successful in all walks of life. We will always put the player first and focus
on holistic player development over results. This approach will be known as the NWSCWAY.

NWSC will work in collaboration with our coaches, parents, and players to develop a
culture that we can all be proud of! On and off the field, we will represent the club in the
best possible way, making every effort to be people that our community will love and
respect.
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Expectations
What we expect from Coaches, Players, and Parents
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COACHES EXPECTATIONS
-

Ensure everyone associated with the team acts in a sportsmanlike manner with
other players, coaches, referees and spectators. We represent NWSC in a
positive and engaging manner at every training session, match, tournament, etc. in
which the team participates, regardless of the venue or the sponsoring
organization.

-

Be responsible for his/her own actions, as well as those of the team’s players,
parents, and any other spectators associated with the team.

-

Be punctual and prepared for all training sessions and games.

-

Understand the laws of the game and ensure that players understand and follow
them.

-

Be gracious in victory and dignified in defeat.

-

Respond to families within 24-48 hours (email or phone).

-

Wear NWSC apparel to all NWSC training sessions and games.

-

Refrain from using a cell phone during practices and games unless in an
emergency.

-

Our number one priority is the safety of our players. Have an Emergency Action
Plan, and someone who is first-aid certified on-hand at all times with your team.

-

An assistant coach or team manager needs to be present during coach/player
meetings.

-

A female representative (coach, manager, parent) needs to be present, in a
changeroom or meeting room of a female team.

IN CASE OF CONFLICT
-

If a coach does have a conflict with a training session or game, it is your
responsibility to provide a suitable replacement (assistant coach) or alternative
qualified option to oversee your team. Otherwise, 48 hours’ notice needs to be
given to DOC to find a replacement coach. Coaches cannot cancel practice until
communicated with the DOC.
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COACHES CHECKLIST
Attitude:
-

Enthusiasm - your approach will ALWAYS rub off.

-

Positive - we will achieve more and receive more with this approach.

-

Have fun - soccer is just a game. Let’s all enjoy it!

Player Management:
-

Interact with the young players on your team.

-

Get to know each individual. You will be pleasantly surprised when you do!

-

Make attempts to build a positive team culture!

-

Provide balance within competitive exercises - avoid having players select teams.

Organization:
-

Plan your sessions to include enthusiasm and enjoyment.

-

Have a plan and a backup plan in case of uncontrollable factors (weather, missing
players, etc.)

-

Be flexible when needed - if you feel like it’s not working, feel free to adjust and
try something else.

Analytical:
-

Are players enjoying your sessions?

-

Are you aware of individual problems and needs?

-

Do you provide solutions or ignore the issues?

-

Address things that you can change, don’t dwell on an uncontrollable

Evaluation:
-

Reflect on your sessions & games - did it work? What could have been improved?

-

Player evaluation forms completed every 6 weeks and sent to DOC.
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COACHES CHECKLIST CONTINUED
Technical:
-

Be a student of the game

-

Enjoy every moment spent with your team!!

-

Build from simple to complex

-

Choose one point at a time - less is more

-

Be clear, concise, and relevant

Goal Setting:
-

Short term and long term

-

What do I want the team to accomplish (1. This season, 2. This match, 3. This
session)

-

What do I want to accomplish (1. This season, 2. This month, 3. This session)

Personal Points;
-

Do I spend as much time listening and learning as I do instructing?

-

Are the players getting ample contact time on the ball as possible?

-

Am I trying to do the “right thing?”
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POSITIVE COACHING
Create a list of important points that you wish to remind yourself of regularly in order to
maintain a positive approach and culture within your group. By referring to that list, you
can constantly improve upon your abilities as a coach and demonstrate positive behavior
that will resonate with your team. The coach must be able to convince young players
that they genuinely care about their holistic development and can demonstrate a
willingness to guide them in the correct direction.
The coach must be able to realistically assess, without bias, the progress of each player
and the team as a whole. Most importantly, the coach must show patience in
causing change. We will not all grasp this concept immediately, however, as teachers,
we must be willing to work at varying learning speeds for all types of children. There will
ALWAYS be setbacks but that is the natural course taken in the process of long-term
player development.
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What is an NWSC SUPERHERO? The art of coaching soccer is more than just designing

plays and creating formations. Coaching, especially at the younger ages, involves
accepting huge responsibilities as you are in a position of trust. A youth soccer coach
wears many hats. As such, we want to recognize our NWSC volunteer coaches as
SUPERHEROES because that is what you truly are! The diagram above represents some

characteristics of the modern-day soccer coach.
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COACHING EXPECTATIONS CONTINUED
New Westminster Soccer Club requires head coaches of any youth team to complete the
appropriate Canadian Soccer Association/BC Soccer coaching course respective to the
age group of the team(s) they are currently coaching.

Team Age
Group
Coaching
Courses

U6

Active Start

U7

U8

Fundamentals

U9

U10

U11

Learn to Train

U12

U13-U18
Grassroots

U13-U18 High
Performance

Soccer for
Life (or
higher)

B National

Criminal Record Checks (mandatory)
It is the responsibility of a BC Soccer affiliated organization to ensure that it has all
required Criminal Record Checks, Vulnerable Sector Checks or Enhanced Police
Information Checks on file and that they are valid.
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PLAYER EXPECTATIONS
AS A NWSC PLAYER,

-

I will play soccer because I want to, not because others want me to.

-

I will remember that soccer is an opportunity to learn and have fun.

-

I will do the best I can each day.

-

I will remember that winning isn’t everything, that having fun, playing fair,
developing my skills, making friends, and giving my best efforts are the most
important aspects of youth soccer.

-

I will respect my coaches, teammates, parents, opponents, and referees.

-

If I have a problem with something, I will discuss it with my coach, assistant coach,
or team manager at the earliest opportunity possible to resolve the issue in a
timely manner.

-

I will be on time for practices and games and notify my coach or team manager if I
cannot attend. I will make every effort to attend all games and practices.

-

I will always respect my opponents, regardless of whether I win or lose.

-

I will show respect for the authority of the referee, even though I may disagree
with his or her calls.

-

I will not, under any circumstances, participate in physical violence or threats of
physical violence before, during, or after any game or practice.

-

I will play by the rules at all times, and if I don't understand the rules, I will attempt
to learn them so I can become a better player.

-

I will conduct myself with honor and dignity and treat other players as I would like
to be treated. I know that at all times, I represent New Westminster Soccer Club,
my team and my community.
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PARENT EXPECTATIONS
AS A PARENT OF A NWSC PLAYER,

-

Remember children are involved in organized sports for their enjoyment, not
yours. Do not force an unwilling child to participate.

-

Teach your player that hard work, having fun, and an honest effort are often more
important than a victory.

-

Help your player work towards developing their skills and good sportsmanship even in defeat your child is a winner.

-

Be a positive role model whenever you are around players. Set a good example do not yell at, ridicule, or criticize your child or any other player. Instead applaud
good plays by your team and by those of the opposition.

-

Support all efforts to remove verbal and physical abuse from youth sporting
activities.

-

Show respect to all coaches, referees, parents, and any other game official.
NWSC will support a zero-tolerance policy as to questioning and harassment of
referees.

-

If you have an issue with a decision made by the coach on the day of a match or
training session, please take 48 hours to gather yourself before contacting the
head coach.
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Development
Structure for how we nurture and grow our players.
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STRUCTURE
INITIAL STEPS WHEN RECEIVING YOUR TEAM...
-

Introduce yourself to your team via email

-

Set a date for player/parent meeting

ITEMS TO DISCUSS AT THE PLAYER/PARENT MEETING?
-

Introduce yourself and your staff (assistant coach & manager)

-

Your philosophy as a coach (vision & values)

-

NWSC’s vision, mission, values & culture

-

Objectives & Goals for the season

-

Program Expectations (coach, player, parent)

-

Training & game day schedule

-

Plans for the season (duration, tournaments, community outreach initiatives,
fundraising, team-bonding opportunities)

-

Injury Reporting Procedure - Establish an emergency action plan

-

Player evaluation forms completed every 6 weeks

WHAT IS NWSC LOOKING FOR IN OUR TEAMS, COACHES, & PLAYERS?
Our priority is to ensure our teams and players are developing a love and passion for the
game. WE, as a passionate NWSC family, have the opportunity to create a memorable
experience for our players and families. As such, we want our coaches to provide a safe,
fun, developmentally appropriate and engaging environment which encourages
creativity, problem-solving, and a freedom to experience failure without repercussions.
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HOW WILL WE ACHIEVE THIS?
NWSC is committed to supporting our coaches and players through a variety of avenues.
NWSC will provide curriculums to our grassroots programs along with the support and
oversight of our technical staff during training sessions. We are committed to providing
ongoing education through BC Soccer certification pathways and in-house coach/parent
education seminars.
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SEASON PLAN
NWSC teams will follow the structure below for both spring and fall club soccer seasons.

Preparation Period
Occurs before the first competitive game. Getting players’ minds and bodies prepared
for the upcoming season. A focus should be on large and medium sized games to
develop an appropriate physical and technical foundation.

Competition Period
Players are making appropriate gains physically, technically, tactically, and emotionally
during weekly training sessions and weekend game formats.

Transition Period
Winding down both mentally and physically through rest and other forms of physical
activity that may not necessarily be soccer related.
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PRACTICE PLAN
**Technical staff and DOC are available upon request to assist with any on-field adjustments or off-field
questions.

BEFORE PRACTICE
-

Familiarize yourself with NWSC curriculum/session plans

-

Dress in appropriate coach attire

-

Arrive early

-

Set up your session (cones, pinnies, balls, etc.)

DURING PRACTICE
-

Enthusiastic

-

Positive

-

Engaged

-

Organized (reiterate the theme throughout the session)

APPROACH WITHIN PRACTICE
-

Ask your players questions
Provide opportunities for trial and error

-

Create a stress-free, fear-free environment

-

Demonstrate

SESSION STRUCTURE
-

Warm-up
Small-sided activity

-

Expanded activity

-

Game

-

Cool-down
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AFTER PRACTICE
-

Debrief (What did we work on? What went well? What could we improve on? Did
you have fun?)
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PRACTICE PLAN EXAMPLE
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COACHING ON GAME DAY
BEFORE THE GAME
-

What are our objectives, have it written down (Ex: application of practice theme?
1v1’s? Finding creative ways to break lines? Finishing on a set-piece?)

-

How are we managing substitutes? When/Why?

-

What is the game plan? (Ex: formation, team objectives during the 4 moments of
the game. In possession - Out of Possession - IP Transition - OP Transition.)

DURING THE GAME
-

Coaches have limited influence from the sideline to affect the game, however
coaches must recognize times to inject enthusiasm and acknowledge positive
moments.

-

Identify the oppositions formation, deficiencies, and strengths.

-

AVOID JOYSTICK COACHING (“Run here, pass to Suzie, play long”)

-

Use a notebook to write down any points you want to address at half or during
practice.

-

Sideline demeanor must be professional, controlled, and positive. We are role
models for our players and representatives of NWSC. Anything outside of this will
not be tolerated.

-

When providing feedback, keep it concise. Use ACRONYMS when possible to
help you and your players remember important concepts.

-

Body language is important! Remain engaged and avoid negative actions.

-

Promote players making decisions, not coaches. Let them fail and guide them
towards understanding possible solutions.
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HALF TIME
-

Give players a moment to themselves. Encourage players to constructively
communicate with each other to find out what’s going well and what could be
improved on. You will be pleasantly surprised to hear what they have to say.

-

Keep your speech concise, positive - constructive - positive

POST GAME
-

Make sure every player and coach shakes referees/opponents’ hands.

-

No negative talk amongst players or staff.

-

Praise your players for their efforts.

-

Post-match team and personal reflection is always encouraged!

-

No arguments with the referee. Calls will not be changed at that point.

-

Clean bench area (no tape, bottles, garbage left behind)

PARENT GAMEDAY CONFRONTATION
-

Set up a suitable time to talk.

-

Be professional, remind parents of 48-hour rule (parents must wait 48 hours
before contacting the coach) - 48-hour rule gives emotionally charged parties time
to calm down and reflect.
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GAME DAY NOTES
Coach:

Team:

Date:

League:

Opponent:

Score:

Game Plan
(objectives)

1st Half

Halftime

2nd Half

Post-Game
Reflection
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How we play
Style of play, formations, structure of the game
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STYLE OF PLAY
NWSC teams will make all efforts to adopt a possession with purpose style of play. We
want to encourage our players to make informed decisions throughout all four moments
of the game based on what they’ve learned within their training environments.
NWSC PLAYERS WILL BE ENCOURAGED TO…
-

Pass with a purpose

-

Be comfortable in possession

-

Be comfortable in uncomfortable situations

-

Be able to move the ball quickly and
effectively

-

Defend with intensity and energy

-

Develop an urgency to close down space

POSSESSION BASED SOCCER…
-

Is adaptable and effective against a wide range of offensive and defensive
opposition

-

Tough to be scored on

-

Ideal form of offence

-

Is an energy saver, as the team without the ball is doing most of the running

-

Requires all players to cooperate and participate on defense and offence

-

Allows the continued development of all players as they progress through the
different stages

-

Is attack minded, fun and challenging to play, yet attractive and entertaining to
watch!
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FORMATION & NUMBERING SYSTEM
The numbering system below shows each position with the corresponding number that is
being used in today’s coaching curriculum. This is not mandatory for you to remember.
The formations are recommended to use and adopt within your teams.
U6 (3 v 3) No Goalkeeper

Duration of Match: 2 x 10 Mins
Field Width: 20 yards
Field Length: 30 yards
Goal Size: 4ft x 6ft
Ball Size: 3
Offside: No

Referee: No
Throw in: Yes
Corners: Yes
Free-Kicks: Yes
Penalties: No
Retreat Line: Half way – First pass complete
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U7 (4 v 4 Diamond Formation) with Goalkeeper

Duration of Match: 2 x 20 Mins
Field Width: 30 yards
Field Length: 35 yards
Goal Size: 5ft x 8ft
Ball Size: 4
Offside: No

Referee: No
Throw in: Yes
Corners: Yes
Free-Kicks: Yes
Penalties: No
Retreat Line: Half way – First pass complete
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U8 (5 v 5) with Goalkeeper - Diamond 1-3-1 Formation

Duration of Match: 2 x 20 Mins
Field Width: 30 yards
Field Length: 45 yards
Goal Size: 5ft x 8ft
Ball Size: 4
Offside: No

Referee: No
Throw in: Yes
Corners: Yes
Free-Kicks: Yes
Penalties: No
Retreat Line: Half way – First pass complete
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U9 (6 v 6) with Goalkeeper - 1-1-3-1 Formation

Duration of Match: 2 x 25 Mins
Field Width: 45 yards
Field Length: 55 yards
Goal Size: 6ft x 12ft
Ball Size: 4
Offside: No

Referee: Yes
Throw in: Yes
Corners: Yes
Free-Kicks: Yes
Penalties: No
Retreat Line: ¾ mark – First pass complete
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U10 (7 v 7) with Goalkeeper - 1-2-3-1 Formation

Duration of Match: 2 x 25 Mins
Field Width: 45 yards
Field Length: 55 yards
Goal Size: 6ft x 12ft
Ball Size: 4
Offside: No

Referee: Yes
Throw in: Yes
Corners: Yes
Free-Kicks: Yes
Penalties: No
Retreat Line: ¾ mark – First pass complete
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U11 & U12 (8 v 8) with Goalkeeper - 1-3-1-3 Formation

Duration of Match: 2 x 25 Mins
Field Width: 45 yards
Field Length: 55 yards
Goal Size: 6ft x 12ft
Ball Size: 4
Offside: Yes

Referee: Yes
Throw in: Yes
Corners: Yes
Free-Kicks: Yes
Penalties: Yes
Retreat Line: ¾ mark – First pass complete
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U13-U18 (11 v 11) with Goalkeeper - 1-4-3-3 Formation

Numbering System
1 - Goalkeeper

4 - Center Back

7 - Right Wing/Forward

10 - Attacking Midfield

2 - Right Back

5 - Center Back

8 - Central Midfield

11 - Left Wing/Forward

3 - Left Back

6 - Defensive Midfield

9 - Striker
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STRUCTURE OF THE GAME
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#STRONGERTOGETHER
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